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Code of  Ethics 

This document serves as an everlasting

reminder that we should maintain sisterly

conduct in our interaction with one another

and while we are conducting business in the

name of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.



Code of  Ethics 

Ethics

Morally good

Avoiding activities or organizations

that do harm to people or the

environment



Code of  Ethics 

1.
 To respect and comply with the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated Constitution

And Bylaws, Manual of Standard Procedure, Protocol Manual, Membership Intake Manual, 

Rituals other official handbooks and documents, as well as Chapter Bylaws and Rules of 

Order. 



Code of  Ethics 

5.

 To demonstrate the high regard we have for each other 

as women and sorors by: 

Avoiding derogatory, demeaning and insulting 

remarks.

Being polite, kind, honest, fair, and conciliatory.

Keeping confidence and maintaining confidentiality 



Code of  Ethics 
 Scenario #1-Addressing the high we have for each other as women and sorors by: 

avoiding derogatory, demeaning and insulting remarks. 

 Soror June is presiding over the meeting. A motion is on the floor and has been

seconded. The chapter is discussing the motion on the floor and there are Sorors are at

two mics. Soror A is speaking to Soror June in a disrespectful tone. She has elevated

her voice on more than one occasion during the dialogue, which has lasted longer than

the allotted time. Soror B is on the second mic and she bursts out

 ” When are you going to get to me?” Disrespecting both Soror A and Soror June. While

this is going on, members are chattering about the behavior. And, there are members

who forgot what the motion was intended to address.

 Table discussion:

 What do you think should happen? 

 What would you do if you were Soror June? 

 How would you want to be treated if you were in her role?





Code of  Ethics 
What should be done?  

 Soror June should maintain her cool and respectful tone, 

emphasize points of agreement and move Soror A off of 

discussion reminding her of her time allowance and the need to 

let others speak.  

(Both leadership and membership have a responsibility to be 

respectful.)

 Soror June reminds Soror B to await her comments until she is 

recognized by the chair.  

 Sorors A and B acknowledge leadership and recognize that their 

behavior is less than sisterly.



 Scenario #2 - Code of Ethics -5

The chapter has voted on a motion; however, a large

number of members don’t know what they voted for.

They later discover it’s for a mandatory assessment for

all charitable events to support the chapter’s

foundation and its HBCU efforts. Several members

leave the meeting annoyed and disappointment. They

go to nearby restaurant and have a “meeting after the

meeting” conversation. While discussing the matter,

an undergraduate student who attends a partnering

HBCU is their waiter and hears the entire discussion.



 Scenario #2 - Code of Ethics -5

She later shares it at her nail salon, where the

university’s wife also gets her nails done. She

overhears and leaves with the impression that the

chapter does not want to support the university where

her husband is the President and has a long-standing

presence in the community; thus, damaging the

relationship between the chapter and the university.

As a result, the chapter’s leadership (president and

graduate advisor) can’t understand why the Provost

office does not respond to their calls or written

communication and the approval for future

undergraduate inductions is placed on hold.



 Scenario #2 - Code of Ethics -5

 Table discussion:

 What do you think should happen? 

 What could have been done to eliminate this situation 

getting out of hand?  Who has the responsibility to 

abide by and actively support official chapter and 

Sorority decisions even in the event of personal 

disagreement?



 Scenario #2 - Code of Ethics -5

What should be done?  

 Chapter leadership should remind members decisions

made in the chapter are private and confidential

business not discussed in public or outside meetings.

 Recognize actions and discussions of chapter business

outside the chapter have a ripple effect in the

community.

 You can’t please everyone, so you should be able to

vent to other sorors if you need to.

 Both a and b.



 Scenario #3 - Code of Ethics -7

Soror Checklane writes a check for her dues and tickets

for the 90th anniversary. Unfortunately, her checkbook

was stolen and she closes the checking account. When

opening the new account, she fails to remember she has

outstanding checks with the chapter. However, despite

this challenge, this is not the first time Soror Checklane

has written a check with insufficient funds to the

chapter. As a result, her dues are not paid and don’t go

up to national and the chapter has yet again incurred

banking fees for insufficient funds.



 Scenario #3 - Code of Ethics -7

Soror Checklane returns to purchase her 90th anniversary

star and is told she can no longer write a check to the

Chapter. As a longtime seasoned chapter member she

feels these were extenuating circumstances and she

should be allowed to write a check



 Scenario #3 - Code of Ethics -7

 How does this scenario address #7?  



Code of  Ethics 

7.

 To maintain integrity in financial matters related to the 

Sorority, by:

Remaining current with all dues and financial obligations

 Following accepted financial procedures



Conflict Resolution Tips 

Tips to 

Sisterly Resolve Conflict 
(Before it gets Out of Control)



Conflict Resolution Tips 

Conflict arises from differences, large and

small. It occurs whenever people disagree

over their values, motivations,

perceptions, ideas, or desires. Sometimes

these differences appear trivial, but when

a conflict triggers strong feelings, respect

and consensus to what is good for the

order becomes challenging.



Conflict Resolution Tips 

1. Realize everyone's good intentions.

No matter what the issue is and how we 

deal with it, believe that most people are 

coming from a position of sincerity and 

true belief.

They are passionate about their position 

and the soror believes whole heartedly 

about her position on the matter.



Conflict Resolution Tips 

2. Listen.

Take time to listen and not just hear the 

soror. 

Respectful and active listening is crucial. 

Listen without interrupting.

If a soror is not heard, she is ignored.



Conflict Resolution Tips 

2. Manage emotions. Stick to the 

subject at hand and watch your tone.

Stay calm-When we control our emotions, we 

can communicate in a non-threatening or 

demeaning way.

Respectful each other’s differences on the 

matter.

Stay focused.  Think about the overall 

goal/task.



Conflict Resolution Tips 

3. Addressing the matter as a priority 

rather than winning or being right. 

Taking care of AKA business while maintaining 

our sisterhood is paramount.

Agree to disagree without harm.

Learn to know when to Let Go! Conflict gets 

us no where; longer meetings, and less 

impact. 



Conflict Resolution Tips 

4. Respect the Outcome 

Acknowledge that we can’t make everyone 

happy.

Respect and support the decisions.

Always remember the Greater Good-To Be of 

Supreme Service to All Mankind



Conflict Resolution Tips 

5. Be willing to Forgive

Conflict will remain when we are not willing

to forgive our sister. 

How can we resolve the matter as sisters and 

partners?

Agree to disagree without harm 


